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2.3    Project Idea for Technology 2: Promote carpooling and park-and-ride  

systems during rush hours and on roads with heavy volumes of 

vehicles 

 

Project Idea: 

‘Park-and-Ride systems in Colombo and Gampaha districts of Sri Lanka for greener 

transport’ 

 

2.3.1          Introduction/Background 

 

Park-and-ride lots are parking lots where the commuters can leave their personal vehicles and transfer to 

a common shuttle or do carpooling for the rest of their journey.  Currently, about 60% of the air pollution 

(especially in Colombo City) comes from the transport sector (AirMAC, 2009). Carpooling and park-and-

ride options can be considered for roads where congestion is extremely high, causing traffic delays and 

heavy pollution due to vehicular emissions.   

 

Once established, the availability of low cost systems like Park-and-Ride (FTPN, 2011) needs to be given 

enough publicity and awareness, with substantial details on who and where to contact regarding the 

same.  This system is especially applicable in industrial zones and busy city areas, where the driving 

stress and the exposure to air pollution is high due to heavy volume of vehicles; park and ride systems 

help reduce single- or low- occupied vehicles on such traffic-congested roads. 

 

The problems addressed by the project include the lack of finances, Lack of economic tools including 

road pricing (tariff barrier) and innovative public transport for utilizing such a system, Lack of awareness 

and concern in general public about the possibility of having this type of systems, Lack of proper and 

secure parking areas, etc. In overcoming these problems, the following activities have been planned 

under this project.  
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- Land purchase and clearance 

- Purchase of better shuttles, possibly run on greener fuel, and reduction of the importation taxes 

for public transport vehicles  

- Development of infrastructure and amenities within the parking lots, while ensuring the security 

- Establishment of a proper regulatory and management system for sustainable operation 

- Introducing a tax system for single or low occupancy vehicles at varied rates, with a reduced rate 

for the vehicles run on cleaner fuel 

- Awareness creation through mass media 

 

2.3.2          Objectives  

 

The main objectives of the project are as follows: 

o Promote Park-and-Ride systems in Sri Lanka as a trustworthy mass transportation means which 

would help reduce GHG emissions and air pollution on traffic congested roads 

o Promote better road discipline and law enforcement 

o Avoid unnecessary traffic delays caused by single occupancy personal vehicles 

o Awareness creation on the need for lower number of personal vehicles on the road and reduced 

burning of fossil fuels 

 

2.3.3          Outputs of the Proposed Project 

 

The expected, measurable outputs under the overall project are listed below.  

o Two secure Park-and-Ride systems commuting altogether at least 600 passengers each way a 

day in better fuel-efficient shuttles; this would avoid a similar or lower number of cars being on the 

road 

o Having proper infrastructure with small shopping complexes and fuel stations will attract more 

Park-and-Ride users, and will reduce overall GHG emissions by avoiding unnecessary travel to 

other places in fulfilling such personal needs 
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o Introducing a tax system for single or low occupancy vehicles at varied rates, with a reduced rate 

for the vehicles run on cleaner fuel 

o Awareness creation through mass media  

 

2.3.4          Relationship to the country’s sustainable development 

 

In achieving sustainable development, establishment of sustainable transportation systems that will yield 

economic and social benefits including the reduction of environmental pollution is very important. The 

reduced number of vehicles will also help better sustained road transport, while avoiding unnecessary 

traffic delays, promoting the overall economic growth in the country. Transport sector is one of the major 

polluting and GHG emitting economic sectors in Sri Lanka, and therefore improving such unhealthy 

conditions through introducing Park-and-Ride systems, initially at two locations, will definitely support the 

sustainable development goals in the country.   

 

2.3.5          Project Deliverables   

 

 Better, trust worthy mass transport in place of single occupancy personal vehicles is one of 

the major deliverables.   

 Better quality, energy efficient shuttles on road- Ten shuttles per Park-and-Ride system  

 Introduction of a tax system on single- and low occupancy vehicles and strict enforcement of 

a point system for disciplining the drivers  

 A value added transport system, where people have convenient ways of ticket purchase 

(online or using the smart card) and obtaining their personal needs within the same location  

 

2.3.6          Project Scope and Possible Implementation  

 

The current project aims at establishing only two Park-and-Ride systems in suburban locations within a 

20 km distance from the Colombo city, in Colombo and Gampaha Districts. Based on the experience and 

success of the original two lots, it should be feasible to expand such systems to the other parts of the 

country in the future.  
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2.3.7          Project activities 

 

The following are the main project activities: 

1. Land purchase and clearance 

2. Purchase of better shuttles, possibly run on greener fuel, and reduction of the importation taxes 

for public transport vehicles  

3. Development of infrastructure and amenities within the parking lots, while ensuring the security 

4. Establishment of a proper regulatory and management system for sustainable operation 

5. Strict enforcement of the suggested tax system for single- or low-occupancy vehicles during the 

peak hours on roads with high congestion, along with a strict enforcement of a point system for 

disciplining the drivers 

6.  Weekly TV and radio programs and advertisements on the establishment and benefits of the 

Park-and-Ride systems 

7. Evaluation of the applicability and success of this pilot project 

 

2.3.8         Timelines  

 

All the project activities will run for 0-3 years.  Specific timelines for these activities are provided in Table 

2.4.   
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Table 2.4: Timelines corresponding to activities and sub activities relating to the establishment of Park-and-Ride systems. 

Activity/Sub-Activity Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

Activity 1 Land purchase and clearance 

1.1. Purchase and clearance of two-acre land pieces in suburbs of 

Colombo and Gampaha districts 

    
 

       

Activity 2. Purchase of better shuttles, possibly run on greener fuel, and reduction of the importation taxes for public transport vehicles 

2.1 Import of ten shuttles per Park-and-Ride lot (altogether 20)             

Activity 3.  Development of infrastructure and amenities within the parking lots, while ensuring the security 

3.1.  Establishing useful infrastructure and amenities within part of the 

carpooling and park-and-ride lots 

    
 

       

3.2.  Proper electronic display of information related to bus transit 

(delays, on-time arrival, etc.) and establishment of proper signboards 

by the main road 

    

 

       

3.3.  Establishment of security cameras and lighting systems, 

appointment of security personnel, and introducing insurance schemes 

for the parking lots 

    

 

       

Activity 4.   Establishment of a proper regulatory and management system for sustainable operation 

4.1. Establishment of a proper registration system for regular users and 

maintenance of databases on the functionality 

    
 

       

4,2,  Introduction of direct management regulations for carpooling and 

shuttle transit and initiative action by the Transport Ministry in 
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collaboration with the Ministry of Provincial Councils 

4.3. Publishing manuals or directories with all the relevant 

information (i.e. guidelines and regulations on driver/passenger credit 

sharing,  responsible authorities and officials, etc.) 

    

 

       

4.4. Develop a facility to use a smart card and online ticket purchasing 

ability 

    
 

       

 Activity 5:     Strict enforcement of the suggested tax system for single- or low-occupancy vehicles during the peak hours on roads with high 

congestion, along with a strict enforcement of a point system for disciplining the drivers 

5.1 Strict enforcement of the suggested tax system during the peak 

hours on roads with heavy traffic congestion, and strict enforcement 

of a point system for disciplining the drivers 

    

 

       

Activity 6. Weekly TV and radio programs and advertisements on the establishment and benefits of the Park-and-Ride systems 

 

6.1.  Weekly TV and radio programs and advertisements             

Activity 7.  Evaluation the applicability and success of this pilot project 

7.1 Evaluation by an independent expert committee, considering the 

socioeconomic and environmental benefits 
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2.3.9          Budget/Resource requirements  

 

Budget requirements for project activities under the establishment of Park-and-Ride systems provided in 

table 2.5. 

 

Table 2.5: Budget requirements for project activities of Project 2 

 

Activity 

Budge 

requirement 

US $ million 

Potential funding 

source 

1. 1. Land purchase and clearance 5.4 Local or donors 

2,  Purchase of better shuttles, possibly run on greener 

fuel, and reduction of the importation taxes for public 

transport vehicles  

1.5 Local or donors 

3. Development of infrastructure and amenities within the 

parking lots, while ensuring the security 

2.06 Local or donors 

4. Establishment of a proper regulatory and management 

system for sustainable operation 

0.07 Local or donors 

5. Introducing a tax system for single or low occupancy 

vehicles at varied rates, with a reduced rate for the 

vehicles run on cleaner fuel 

0.02 Local 

6. Awareness creation through mass media 2 Local or donors 

Total 11.05  

 

Each project activity will depend on local or international funds from donors, as given in Table 2.5. 
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2.3.10        Measurement/Evaluation  

 

a) Project Progress Monitoring: The quarterly or half-yearly project progress monitoring will be 

carried out by the Ministry of Transport or an expert committee appointed by the Ministry of 

Transport.    

b) Project Evaluation: Periodic (i.e. Annual or Bi-annual) evaluation of the project will be carried out 

by an independent team of experts relevant to different aspects of the project appointed by the 

Ministry of Transport in consultation with funding agency.    

 

2.3.11        Possible Complications/Challenges  

 

Once established, the Park-and-Ride systems should be sustainable with sufficient commuters using it, in 

order to have benefits out of it without it being an economic failure.  Therefore there should be a proper 

public private partnership (PPP) to have a high quality, sustainable system that is attractive to the 

commuters.   Also, there should be proper and regular public transportation or pedestrian facilities from 

the final destination of the shuttle service to the work places of the commuters, for the sustainable use of 

such a system. 

 

2.3.12        Responsibilities and Coordination  

 

The overall project will be implemented by the Ministry of Transport and Ministry of Provincial Councils, in 

collaboration with the Private sector and Police Department.  The overall project will be coordinated by a 

team consisting of the officers from the above institutes and Academia.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


